
ART AND DESIGN -  EARLY YEARS FOUNDATION STAGE 

 

                  DRAWING 

 

*Hold and use a pencil correctly 

*Produce marks that describe  

patterns and texture 

*Produce lines in different tones 

*Work from observation 

*Record and outline shape 

*Work from imagination and  

Illustrate stories 

*Start to record simple media in 

a sketchbook  

*Demonstrate experience in  

other drawing media: 

pastels, charcoal, chalks etc 

Work on different papers of  

*Different shapes and sizes 

*Use developing language to 

describe media and techniques 

*Demonstrate experience in  

Using a computer art  

programme 

 

 

 

                  PAINTING 

 

*Hold and use a brush correctly 

*Recognise and name the  

primary colours being used 

*Mix a range of secondary  

colours and explore in  

sketchbooks 

*Create a range of marks with a  

brush and use them in simple  

pattern forms 

Create marks with a variety of  

tools: 

twigs, fingers, card 

*Explore working in a variety of 

ways: 

at an easel, on the floor, at a  

table 

*Explore working on different  

sized, textures and coloured 

papers 

*Experience the paint, fill, brush  

and spray options on a 

computer programme 

*Use developing vocabulary to  

describe experiences 

*Work from direct observation 

and imagination 

 

 

                       3D 

 

*Shape and model from direct 

experience and imagination 

*Join using a modelling material 

*Pinch and experience rolling  

coils and slabs 

*Impress and apply simple 

decoration 

*Junk model using a variety of 

different objects 

*Cut shapes using scissors 

*Experience simple carving 

*Use developing language to 

describe tools and media 

*Work on different scales 

             PRINTMAKING 

 

*Take rubbings showing a range 

of textures and patterns 

*Take a print from an object: 

leaf, hand, onion 

*Develop simple patterns by  

using objects: 

vegetables, leaves, forks 

*Experience impressed printing: 

simple press print, foil, scratching 

off paint 

*Work from imagination and  

through direct experience 

*Use developing language for 

equipment, tools and techniques 

                 TEXTILES 

 

*Decorate a piece of fabric: 

tie dye, fabric crayons 

*Begin to develop a simple 

running stitch  

*Experience weaving: 

paper. twigs, ribbons 

*Make a collage with fabrics and  

mixed media 

*Describe colours, media,  

equipment and textures 
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